
VoiceFriend for Amazon Alexa
VoiceFriend works with Amazon Alexa-enabled devices to provide a 
powerful communications and safety solution

Keep seniors and their families more  
informed and engaged.  
Simple, easy voice-activated notifications  
With the Alexa-enabled VoiceFriend Communications and Safety Solution, 
your seniors can listen to their daily schedules, care plans and appointment 
reminders simply by saying “Alexa, ask VoiceFriend.”   

Boost safety and wellness
Seniors can easily perform their check-ins
Besides receiving a telephone call (and pressing a number on the keypad),   
or calling the community’s designated phone number, seniors now have the 
option of simply saying “Alexa, tell VoiceFriend I’m okay,” to their Amazon 
Alexa-enabled device.

Your staff is automatically notified which residents failed to perform their 
wellness check or who need further follow-up, reducing the time and risks 
involved with manual checks.

VoiceFriend also lets you easily program your own custom follow-up 
messages, such as “How are you feeling today?” or “Will you be joining us 
for the outing?”—offering you even greater flexibility to ensure the safety 
and engagement of your residents, and more efficient use of your staff time.

Augment your current emergency alert system
VoiceFriend’s StaffAlert™ solution provides an added layer of safety and 
protection for your seniors (and peace of mind for families). Seniors need 
only say “Alexa, tell StaffAlert” to their Amazon Alexa-enabled device to 
notify your on-duty staff of their need for wellness, housekeeping, dining or 
maintenance assistance.

Strengthen your support for the impaired 
For those seniors with mobility, dexterity, sight or other impairments, the 
ability to perform wellness checks and/or alert your on-duty staff with just 
a simple voice command can make a huge difference in the quality of life, 
safety and overall satisfaction.

inquiry@voicefriend.net 781.996.3123 www.voicefriend.net

Learn more and watch our brief 
VoiceFriend for Alexa video at:  
www.VoiceFriend.net/Alexa

“When we first saw the new 
VoiceFriend Alexa skill in 
action, we immediately knew  
it would be valuable for our 
residents and their families 
We’ll be rolling this out to all  
of our communities.”

— Clint Fowler, Corporate Guest 
   Services Director, Leisure Care

Provides a valuable 
marketing tool!
Demonstrate VoiceFriend’s Amazon 
Alexa capabilities during prospect 
tours to show your community’s 
commitment to boosting service  
and safety for seniors.
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